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In a previous communication |1 |. we applied the Glauber 
approximation (GA) |2,3] to obtain doubly dilTcrcntial cross 
section (DDCS) for the primary electrons for the He (c. 2c) 
He’ reaction process at incident energies of 100. 300 and 500 
cV The calculations were done for the asymmetric geometry, 
/ c one of the outgoing electrons is fast while the oilier is 
slow It has been pointed out that the DDCS picdictcd by 
the GA are in reasonably good agreement with experiment 
and with the distorted wave Born calculation of McCarthy 
and Zhang |4|.
In view of the success, we extend the GA to generate 
singly differential cross section (SDCS) for electron-impact 
ionization of helium at the incident energy of 100 cV We 
have chosen this energy because both the theoretical results 
of Bray and Fursa 15J and the experimental data of Rodcr 
ct al |6 | arc available at that energy The energy range of 
the secondary' electrons is from 1 eV lo 15 eV.
The theory used in this communication is described in 
detail elsewhere |3 ,7 .11. Here we give only a short overview. 
In the GA, the amplitude for ionization of He by electron 
impact is given by (atomic units arc used throughout, unless 
otherwise indicated)
F(q,k2) = ik/ltrjdbdrx dr2 (f>* (r, ,/s )/“'(/).r, ,/s )
r2) exp (/*/.£). (1)
where F(b\r\ ,r2) = 1 -  -------
// ~ k -  k i and // - \ / k .  Here k . k\ and k2 are the momenta 
of the incident, scattered (primary), and ejected (secondary) 
electrons, respectively. h. s\ and s2 are the respective 
projections of the position vectors of the incident particle and 
the two bound electrons onto the plane perpendicular to the 
direction of the Glauber path integration
In eq (1). r/. />. .vj and .v? arc all coplanar, $(ri. /•_>) and 
^ ( r t, r2) represent the wave functions of the initial and final 
states of the target rcpcetivclv For the initial state of He, we 
have chosen the analytical fit to the Hartrcc Fock wave 
function given by Byron and Joachain |8| :
$ (n , r2) = '(/■:). (2)
where r ( r )  = <4/r) l 2 (/U' + Be /h ).
A = 2 00505, B -  2.08144. a  = 1.41, = 2.61.
For the final state wave function, we have used a symmetrized 
product of the He1 ground-state w ave function for the bound 
electron times a coulomb wave </>^ orthogonalized to the 
ground stale orbital
</>,(rl.r1) = 2 )0*3 (/>.)], (3)
where v(r)-= (A’ y '2 n 1 2v *'■
XkAr )~ < ,!(r' )|Xk^r ' )
Xkt (f)-{2ir)  exp^yX^-jr(l + iy)
exp [ik2 .r)i l<\(-iy,\-ik2 .r),
y = \ l k 2 X'  - 2 -
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The singly differential cross section is given by
i r , ~ k'kH ^ xd* ' \ n q ' k - ^  (4)
T he present calculation  is perform ed using the technique o f  
Roy et aI [7] that reduces the eight dim ensional G lauber 
am plitude for the He (e, 2e) H e' process to  a 3-dim ensional 
integral. Figure I exhibits a graphical com parison o f  the GA
Figure I. Singly ditTcrcntiul cross section m units ol 10 *" cur/eV lor He 
(e, 2c) lie" process at the incident energy ol 100 eV I lie lull curve 
represents the present (iA calculation whereas the crosses denote the 
experimental data of Roder et a l  |6 |
with the co rresponding  experim ental data o f  Roder et < //16| 
w ho integrated the DDL S over the angles o f  the observed 
electron to  obtain the SD C S. The m easured data o f  Roder
et al w ere how ever relative. They w ere m ade absolute, usine 
the convergent close coupling (C C C ) calculations o f  Brav 
and Fursa [5] at 100 eV. Figure 1 show s that the cross 
sections predicted by the present m ethod are in very good 
agreem ent with experim ent at low energies o f  ejection. Thev 
also agree closely with the corresponding  CC C  cross sections 
which alm ost coincide with the experim ental data and are 
not shown in the figure. A slight departure from  experiment 
is. however, noted in the case o f  near sym m etic geometry 
This discrepancy may be assigned to  the om ission ol 
electron-electron exchange and o f  the final state electron- 
electron correlation in the present form alism .
In sum m ary, we have calculated  singly differential cross 
sections for electron-im pact ionization o f  helium  at the 
incident energy o f  100 eV using the G lauber approxim ation 
At low energies o f  ejection , the cross sections predicted 
by the present m ethod are in good agreem ent with the 
convergent close coupling calculation  o f  Bray and Fursa and 
experim ent.
Further calculation at low er incident energ ies is on the 
way.
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